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 This world is not only for humans , it is for 
every life that lives.

 But in this generation , we humans are 
rapidly destroying the wildlife directly or 
indirectly ; with our knowledge or even 
without our knowledge !

 So, to avoid that and protect the wildlife 
here are the threats to wildlife and my 
solutions for it.



Threats :-





Pollution is another reason which threats
wildlife. Pollutants can change ecosystems
and can have severe effects on wildlife and
the natural environment. Many animals
absorb harmful gas coming from factories
that ultimately get passed along through the
food chain.



Wildlife are also trapped or taken from wild
populations to be sold or bred in the pet trade
which reduces the members of their species in
the forests .sometimes, Vehicles strike birds and
other wildlife when driving along roads. Large
buildings, towers, and wind turbines also injure or
kill many different species of wildlife. Many
scientists have reported that by 2030, 25% of
animal species will be extinct. To make this report
false and to save the wildlife next is the solutions
for these list of threats to wildlife.



Illegal trapping, poaching, and other
demands for wildlife are a huge problem
throughout the world. Many species are
sought for their use as valuable products.
Snakes are sought for their skins, elephants
for their ivory tusks, birds for their feathers
etc.



Solutions :-

This might be a biggest 
question running many people’s 
mind – there are a lot of  threats 
to wildlife  what about solutions 
for it?    



Here are ways to protect wildlife:-

 Creating awareness : Creating awareness 
by making posters , write-ups etc. spread 
awareness to people about wildlife.

 Reduce the use of plastics : Reducing the 
use of plastics and using harmless metals 
makes sure that no animal consumes 
plastics or toxic wastes.

 Discouraging deforestation : Discouraging 
deforestation and educating people about 
it doesn’t destruct any habitat of wildlife.



 Avoid eating wildlife animals: For us it is
a mere meal, for animals it is their whole
life. So try to avoid eating animals

 Make small organizations to protect 
wildlife : Try to make small groups with 
your friends to take actions to protect 
wildlife. 

 Avoid exotic animal products : Avoid 
using exotic products , the demand will 
reduce and illegal killing of animals will 
also reduce . 



 Conducting contests : Conducting 
contest in school level, educating students  
about wildlife will create a habit in young 
minds to protect wildlife . workshops can 
also be held .

Adopting animals : adopting animals 
and taking utter care of  them may enable 
them to live longer. 



Let us not be wild 
to wildlife , and 
lets protect them ! 
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